Westwinds COVID-19 Post Vaccination Survey
Introduction
In early 2021, the provincial government commenced COVID-19 vaccination of
residents in Westwinds Communities lodge program.
Westwinds recognizes that many residents are experiencing COVID fatigue, and
acknowledge that residents may wish more freedom following the second
vaccination. While 90% of residents received the COVID-19 vaccine, very few
employees were vaccinated (16%), and currently there is no program for
vaccinating new residents. Also, there is considerable concern with the
emergence of a COVID-19 variant in Alberta. Westwinds does not expect
provincial restrictions for the lodge to change in the near future, and we have not
received information on when staff will be vaccinated.
Westwinds Communities is seeking your input to consider changes in existing
protocols to implement this spring. We kindly appreciate your confidential
feedback by completing the following survey by February 17, 2021.

Background
What lodge community do you reside in?
 High Country Lodge, Black Diamond
 Medicine Tree Manor, High River
 Sandstone Lodge, Okotoks
New COVID Variant
Should Westwinds maintain current restrictions in place due to the emergence of
a COVID-19 variant until such time as we have more information?
 Yes
 No
Dining Experience
Should we permit return to 4 people at a table?
 Yes
 No
In the dining room would you prefer: Open seating or set seating?
 Open seating – no pre-established seating plan.
 Set seating – pre-established seating plan, the same for each meal.
 Indifferent
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Housekeeping
Should we stop high touch point cleaning once per day (would only remain for
residents who have AHS home care services and personal care provided by
family)?
 Yes
 No
Visitation:
Should we discontinue escorting and monitoring visitors for adherence to
protocols?
 Yes
 No
Should we permit visitation to occur in your suite (up to two masked visitors)?
 Yes
 No
When permitted, shall Westwinds expand indoor visitation to more than the
designated essential visitor (for example other family members up to 4 people
from the same household)?
 Yes
 No
If yes, should we include children (under 18)?
 Yes
 No
If yes, should we include pets?
 Yes
 No
General Comments on COVID:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Please provide the completed survey to reception or leave on the dining room
table following your meal. Thank you for your participation.
Westwinds will compile the information to formulate guidance for new COVID
measures.
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